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Abstract

This paper studies the choice behavior of K®szegi and Rabin's (2006) Preferred

Personal Equilibrium (PPE) model of choice with reference-dependent preferences and

expectations-based reference points. The choices under risk of leading cases of their

model fail to satisfy both the Independence Axiom and the Weak Axiom of Revealed

Preference (WARP). I introduce the EU-PPE model as a restriction of the PPE model in

which reference-dependent preferences take an expected utility form conditional on the

reference point. In a two-period choice setting, I provide a set of necessary and su�cient

conditions for behavior to have an EU-PPE representation. I provide a de�nition of

exhibiting expectations-based reference-dependence in choice, and show that in this

representation such behavior is tightly tied to violations of the Independence Axiom,

while a failure of WARP is su�cient but not necessary to display expectations-based

reference-dependence.
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1 Introduction

In their 2006 paper, K®szegi and Rabin introduce the Preferred Personal Equilibrium (PPE)

concept for modeling choice with reference-dependent preferences where reference points are

given by a decision-maker's (DM) lagged expectations. This model has subsequently been

widely applied in environments with risk to model reference-dependence with endogenous

expectations-based reference points.1 In a PPE, the DM's reference point is required to be

consistent with rational expectations about her choice, and thus her reference point and

her choice coincide. This raises the question: what is the behavioral content of existing

specializations of the PPE model to environments with risk?

To study the behavior of the PPE model in environments with risk while abstracting from

parametric assumptions about the form of reference-dependent utility functions, I introduce

the EU-PPE model. In this model, the DM has a set of reference-dependent utility functions,

where v(·|p) denotes her utility function over lotteries when the reference point is p. Choice

from a set of lotteries D in the EU-PPE model is given by:

PPEv(D) = arg max
p∈D

{v(p|p) : v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p) ∀q ∈ D}

In addition, each reference-dependent utility function, v(·|p), is restricted to be jointly con-

tinuous and to take an expected utility form given the reference point p. The contribution

of this paper is to provide axiomatic foundations for the EU-PPE model.

The EU-PPE model can fail two standard axioms of choice under risk. Since mixing a

choice set with a lottery will change the reference point against which any available lottery

is evaluated, the EU-PPE model can fail the Independence Axiom. And since choice is

generated by the lexicographic composition of two potentially di�erent criteria, one of which

can be incomplete and intransitive, this model can also violate WARP. Thus this model has

signi�cant behavioral di�erences from standard models of choice under risk.

My axioms for the EU-PPE model rely on two forms of choice data. First, I use a

DM's ranking of lotteries that she applies when she must commit to a choice with delayed

resolution � the �choice-acclimating personal equilibrium� (CPE) ranking in the language of

K®szegi and Rabin (2007). The CPE ranking captures situations in which, at the time of

choice, a DM will evaluate the lottery's outcomes against the expectation-based reference

point that corresponds to the chosen lottery itself. Second, I use a DM's choices from

situations in which the DM knows in advance of the choice set from which she will choose,

but cannot commit to her choice when she is �rst confronted with the choice set and forms

1Examples include K®szegi and Rabin (2007); Heidhues and K®szegi (2008, 2014); Eliaz and Spiegler
(2013); Herweg and Mierendor� (2013); Herweg et al. (2014); Karle et al. (2015); Pagel (2016)
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her expectations.

My characterization of the EU-PPE model draws on four main axioms. The �rst main

axiom, Non-Intrinsic Preference for Commitment, requires that if p and q are available in a

small choice set and p is chosen, but then q is chosen but p is not in a larger choice set, then

then p must be preferred to q according to the CPE ranking. The other three main axioms

draw on the interpretation of choice between two related mixtures of lotteries, (1−α)p+αq

and (1− α)p+ αr, as involving a conditional choice between q and r when expectations are

partially given by p. First, Conditional Exclusion Consistency imposes a weakening of the

Independence Axiom by restricting that if adding the lottery (1 − α)p + αq to D in which

p was chosen leads the DM to no longer choose p, but instead choose a lottery she ranks

as CPE-worse, then p can never be chosen when any mixture between p and q is available.

Second, Weak Reference Bias imposes that if p is ever chosen when q is available, then it must

also be (approximately) chosen in pairwise choices between p and (1− α)p+ αq for small α

� that is, when the reference point is made closer to p. Third, Transitive Limit imposes that

as α becomes small, choices between (1−α)p+αq and (1−α)p+αr are made according to a

transitive relation, capturing the intuitive notion that if we could observe these conditional

choices as α → 0, we would measure the preference between q and r when the reference

point is p. Theorem 1 states that a DM has a complete, transitive, and continuous CPE

ranking, her choices satisfy a strengthening of Conditional Exclusion Consistency as well as

the other three axioms above and a structural axiom if and only if choices are described

by an EU-PPE representation in which the criteria used to select from among PE lotteries

is consistent with the CPE ranking. Theorem 2 shows the implications for the EU-PPE

representation of replacing Weak Reference Bias with a stronger axiom, Strong Reference

Bias, that is directly motivated by previous experimental �ndings.

Following my main results, I give a de�nition of what it means to exhibit expectations-

based reference-dependence in the EU-PPE model based on violations of the Independence

Axiom. I show that WARP violations are a su�cient but not necessary condition for choices

to exhibit expectations-based reference-dependence in the EU-PPE model.

The exercise in this paper signi�cantly departs from past axiomatic work on reference-

dependent choice (e.g. Sugden 2003; Masatlioglu and Ok 2005; Sagi 2006; Apesteguia and

Ballester 2009) in that I assume that reference points are not directly observed � I instead

infer them from choice. K®szegi (2010) introduces the less restrictive personal equilibrium

(PE) model, of which PPE is a re�nement, and provides some observable implications of

this model on a rich domain, but does not provide a �revealed-preference foundation�.2 On

2K®szegi's three observable implications the PE model are dynamic consistency, intrinsic informational
preferences, and the existence of multiple stable equilibria. My more restrictive domain rules out instrinsic
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the simpler domain of choice from arbitrary sets of alternatives, Gul and Pesendorfer (2008)

show that if the PE model is not further restricted, it is observationally equivalent to choice

that maximizes a (possibly non-transitive) binary relation. A predecessor of this paper

(Freeman, 2013) analogously shows that without further restrictions, the PPE model is

observationally equivalent to a model of two-stage of maximization in which the second

(but not necessarily the �rst) binary relation applied is complete and transitive. A di�erent

exercise by Masatlioglu and Raymond (2015) studies the behavioral implications for choice

under risk of a particular class of functional forms used by K®szegi and Rabin under CPE,

but does not discuss behavior under PE or PPE. Relative to other work that is broadly

related to endogenous reference-dependence,3 the current paper is unique in studying the

relationship between failures of WARP, failures of the Independence Axiom, and endogenous

reference-dependence in the EU-PPE model.

2 The PPE model

2.1 Personal equilibrium for expectations-based reference-

dependence

Let X denote a �nite set of alternatives, and let ∆ denote the set of all lotteries over X. No

other structure on X is assumed. Let D denote the set of all non-empty �nite subsets of ∆;

a typical D ∈ D is called a choice set.

In the models I consider, a DM has a set of reference-dependent utility functions, which

can be captured by a mapping v : ∆ × ∆ → R, where v(·|p) de�nes the DM's utility

function when given a reference point p. K®szegi and Rabin (2006) introduce the PPE for

modeling the endogenous determination of expectations-based reference points for a DM

with a reference-dependent utility function v. Given reference-dependent utility function v,

the set of PPE in a given choice set D is given by:

PPEv(D) = arg max
p∈PEv(D)

v(p|p) (2.1)

where

informational preferences, while the existence of multiple stable equilibria is a feature of the less restrictive
PE concept that is eliminated in its PPE re�nement. Dynamic inconsistency arises in my setting as a
deviation of PPE choices from CPE preferences.

3Include in this comparison models of disappointment aversion under risk (Loomes and Sugden, 1986;
Gul, 1991; Delquié and Cillo, 2006), Masatlioglu and Raymond's (2015) discussion of the K®szegi-Rabin
functional form under CPE, and Ok et al.'s (2015) model of the attraction e�ect.
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PEv(D) = {p ∈ D : v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p) ∀q ∈ D} (2.2)

denotes the set of PE for D.

The PE concept imposes consistency between expectations and choice, and can be in-

terpreted as follows. When choosing from a choice set D, a DM evaluates lotteries by her

reference-dependent utility function v(·|p) given her reference point (p), and chooses a lottery
in arg max

q∈D
v(q|p). When forming expectations, the DM recognizes that her expected choice

p will be the reference point that applies when she chooses from D. Thus, she would only

expect a p ∈ D if it would be chosen by the reference-dependent utility function v(·|p), that
is, if p ∈ arg max

q∈D
v(q|p).

At the time of forming her expectations, a DM might evaluate the lottery p according

to v(p|p), which re�ects that she will evaluate the p relative to itself as the reference point.

The PPE concept is a natural re�nement of the set of PE, based on a DM choosing her best

PE expectation according to v(p|p). If reference-dependence tends to bias a DM towards her

reference point, multiplicity of PE will be natural, motivating the PPE re�nement.

In addition to PE and PPE, K®szegi and Rabin (2007) note that the criteria used in the

PPE concept to select among PE might be appropriate for situations in which a DM commits

to her choice at the time of forming expectations, and thus is not restricted to choose from

among PE alternatives. To that end, they o�er CPE, where choices maximize this criterion:

CPEv(D) = arg max
p∈D

v(p|p) (2.3)

2.2 Domains for studying PPE under risk

K®szegi and Rabin (2007) emphasize that the CPE concept is appropriate for decisions in

which the DM commits to her choice long before the relevant risk resolves. Based on this

interpretation, a DM's CPE ranking is naturally taken as observable from such choices. In

contrast, the PPE concept naturally applies when a DM anticipates her choice set, but cannot

commit to her choice before making it. Thus a PPE choice correspondence is naturally taken

as observable as well, but from a di�erent set of choice situations.

The analysis that follows assumes that I observe a pair of objects: DM's CPE ranking of

lotteries, %?, and DM's choice correspondence c : D ⇒ ∆ de�ned on �nite sets of lotteries.

Conceptually speaking, imagine two types of experiments with two periods, t = 1 and t = 2,

in which a DM chooses among lotteries that resolve and pay out at t = 2. The binary

relation %? on ∆ captures how the subject would rank lotteries at t = 1 that she will receive
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at t = 2 � i.e. when she commits to her choice. The choice correspondence c captures how

the subject chooses among lotteries when she is presented with a choice set at t = 1 and

chooses from that choice set at t = 2, when she has no ability to commit to her choice at

t = 1.

For notational ease, for any two lotteries p and q and any α ∈ [0, 1], let pαq denote

the lottery (1 − α)p + αq, and for any two choice sets D and D′, let DαD′ := {pαq :

p ∈ D, q ∈ D′} to denote mixtures of choice sets. I will occassionally use the notation

〈x1, p1; . . . ;xn, pn〉 to denote the lottery in ∆ that assigns probabilities p1, . . . , pn to outcomes

x1, . . . , xn respectively.

2.3 EU-PPE representation

The de�nition of the PPE model has no content speci�c to choice under risk. Below, I

de�ne an EU-PPE representation that incorporates additional restrictions. One restriction

we might impose under risk is that preferences given a reference point have an expected

utility representation.

De�nition. A function f : ∆ → R is an expected utility function (EU function) if there

exists a vector u ∈ R|X| such that f(p) = p · u for each p ∈ ∆.

An additional restriction is that there is at least one prize x? ∈ X that is always deemed

most desirable at every reference point.

De�nition. A representation on ∆ with reference-dependent utility function v is increasing

in x? if v(〈x?, 1〉 |p) > v(q|p) for all p ∈ ∆ and for all q ∈ ∆\{〈x?, 1〉}.

I de�ne an EU-PPE representation as a PPE representation with a jointly continuous v

for which each v(·|p) is an EU function.

De�nition. A choice correspondence c : D ⇒ ∆ has an EU-PPE representation if there

exists a jointly continuous v : ∆ × ∆ → R, with v(·|p) being an expected utility function

for each p ∈ ∆, such that c(D) = PPEv(D), where PPEv is de�ned in (2.1). The EU-PPE

representation given by v is consistent with %? if v(p|p) ≥ v(q|q) holds if and only if p %? q.

K®szegi and Rabin (2006) adopt a particular functional form for v. They assume that a

DM ranks lotteries over outcomes, and that given probabilistic expectations summarized by

the lottery p, a DM ranks a lottery q according to:

vKR(q|p) =
∑
k

∑
i

qiu
k(xki ) +

∑
k

∑
i

∑
j

qipjµ
(
uk(xki )− uk(xkj )

)
(2.4)
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where qi denotes the probability of receiving outcome xi in lottery q and xki denotes the

level of hedonic attribute k possessed by outcome xi. In (2.4), uk is a consumption utility

function in �hedonic dimension� k; di�erent hedonic dimensions are akin to di�erent goods

in a consumption bundle, but speci�ed based on �psychological principles.� The function µ

is a gain-loss utility function which captures reference-dependent outcome evaluations, and

in most existing applications has taken the linear loss averse form:

µ(z) =

ηz if z ≥ 0

η(1 + λ)z if z < 0
(2.5)

where η ≥ 0 indicates the relative weight places on placed on gain-loss comparisons, and

λ ≥ 0 captures the degree of loss aversion.

De�nition. v takes the linear loss averse K®szegi-Rabin functional form if v is given by (2.4)

and (2.5) for some set of hedonic dimensions {1, . . . , K}, dimension-by-dimension utility

functions uk : X → R for each k, and for some η ≥ 0 and λ ≥ 0.

The linear loss averse K®szegi-Rabin form combined with the PPE concept is a special

case of the EU-PPE model which adds only two parameters to a standard model of utility

maximization and has been particaularly amenable to applications since the model's pre-

dictions are pinned down by (2.4), (2.5), (2.1), and (2.2). However, previous studies of the

K®szegi-Rabin model's behavior have mostly been limited to speci�c applications using the

linear loss averse form. Next, I show that PPE under this linear loss averse K®szegi-Rabin

functional form can generate violations of two standard axioms for choice under risk, the

Independence Axiom and WARP.

2.4 Anomalies in the EU-PPE model

2.4.1 Expectations-based endowment e�ect and the Independence Axiom

I adapt the Independence Axiom to choice correspondences below.

Independence Axiom. For any α ∈ (0, 1) and D,D′ ∈ D, c(DαD′) = c(D)αc(D′).

Suppose we interpret a choice from the set DαD′ as involving a conditional choice from

D and another conditional choice from D′. The Independence Axiom requires that the

conditional choice from D does not depend on what lotteries are available in D′ or on the

DM's conditional choice from D′.

Consider the following speci�cation of the EU-PPE model with a v that takes the linear

loss averse K®szegi-Rabin form. Let X = {0, 1}×{0, 1} where (x1, x2) denotes an allocation
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of x1 mugs and x2 pens. Use µ from (2.5) with η = 1 and λ = 2, and suppose u1(x1) = 5x1,

u2(x2) = 8x2.4 The EU-PPE model with the v as speci�ed will generate the choice behavior:

c({〈(0, 1) , 1〉 , 〈(1, 0) , 1〉}) = {〈(0, 1) , 1〉} (2.6)

c({〈(1, 0) , .1; (0, 1) , .9〉 , 〈(1, 0) , 1〉}) = {〈(1, 0) , .1; (0, 1) , .9〉} (2.7)

c({〈(1, 0) , .9; (0, 1) , .1〉 , 〈(1, 0) , 1〉}) = {〈(1, 0) , 1〉} (2.8)

The comparison between either (2.6) or (2.7) to (2.8) reveals a violation of the Independence

Axiom. This behavior appears to be an intuitive instance of expectations-based reference-

dependence. In the choice in (2.8), the person expects to get a mug with at least a 90%

chance, regardless of her choice, and thus her reference point ought to incorporate this

expectation, and bias her towards mugs. But in the choice in (2.6), a person should expect

to end up with a mug if and only if she expects she will subsequently choose it. Since this

person's loss aversion makes her biased towards her reference point (and thus both options

are PE), when forming expectations, the subject ought to pick her CPE-preferred of the

two options � the pen. There is evidence that this reversal occurs: the choices described in

(2.7) and (2.8) correspond to median behavior in a between-subject experimental study by

Ericson and Fuster (2011).5

2.4.2 Expectations-based endowment e�ect and WARP

A version of WARP, below, is satis�ed whenever c can be rationalized by a complete and

transitive preference relation.

WARP. If q ∈ D, p ∈ c(D), p ∈ D′, and q ∈ c(D′), then p ∈ c(D′).

The following example, based on Heidhues and K®szegi (2014), shows that choices may

not satisfy WARP in the EU-PPE model. Consider a DM with a K®szegi-Rabin linear

loss averse form for v, as in (2.4) and (2.5), with linear utility function u1 over monetary

outcomes, who intrinsically values a pair of shoes at 100 (captured by u2), and who exhibits

linear loss aversion with η = 1, λ = 2, as in

4Linear loss aversion is used in most applications of K®szegi-Rabin, and the choices of η and λ are broadly
within the range implied by experimental studies.

5A large number of studies involve both real e�ort and monetary payments and have been taken as
evidence of expectations-based reference-dependence - notably, Abeler et al. (2011); Gill and Prowse (2012);
Camerer et al. (1997); Crawford and Meng (2011). The choices reported in these papers �t naturally with
the intuition of expectations-based loss aversion, but are di�cult to reconcile with standard models.
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u1(z) = z, u2(z) =

0 if z = 0

100 if z = 1
, µ(z) =

z if z ≥ 0

3z if z < 0
.

A shoe store has a regular price for shoes of $120, but 20% of the time it puts the shoes

on sale for $40, and the timing of sales are random from the perspective of the DM. On

average, the price of shoes is $104, which exceeds the DM's intrinsic valuation.

When forming expectations about when she would buy the shoes, the DM can plan

to `always buy', to `buy only when on sale', or to `never buy' (ignoring the possibility to

`only buy at the regular price'). These options respectively correspond to the lotteries of

money-shoe outcomes a = 〈(−40, 1) , .20; (−120, 1) , .80〉, s = 〈(−40, 1) , .20; (0, 0) , .80〉, and
n = 〈(0, 0) , 1〉.

The sale price is su�ciently attractive that v(s|n) > v(n|n). Thus n is not a PE. We

can further show that {a, s} = PEv({a, s, n}) � because of the DM's attachment to her

expectations, `always buy' as well as `buy only when on sale' are both PE. This DM's loss

aversion is su�ciently strong that she would rather expect to pay a high price on average but

always get the shoes rather than only ever pay the lower sale price but expect to experience

a partial `loss' of shoes when the regular price prevails. That is, {a} = PPEv({a, s, n})
� this DM's PPE plan is to buy the shoes regardless of whether there is a sale. However,

were this DM to only have the options of always buying or never buying, she would never

buy given the high average price, that is, {n} = PPEv({a, n}). This illustrates how an

expectations-based attachment e�ect in the K®szegi-Rabin model can generate a violation

of WARP in choices that involve risk.

3 Axioms for the EU-PPE model

3.1 Preliminaries

De�ne distance on lotteries using the Euclidean distance metric, dE(p, q) :=

[∑
i

(pi − qi)2

] 1
2

,

and the distance between choice sets using the Hausdor� metric, dH(D,D′) :=

max

(
max
p∈D

[
min
q∈D′

dE(p, q)

]
, max
q∈D′

[
min
p∈D

dE(p, q)

])
. For any set T with a typical element t,

let {tε} denote a convergent net indexed by a set (0, ε̄] and with limit point t; tε will be used

to denote the ε term in the net.6

6A net in a set T is a function t : S → T for some directed set S (Aliprantis and Border, 1999).
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3.2 Axioms for PPE

The �rst two axioms require that the CPE ranking, %?, is a complete, transitive, and con-

tinuous binary relation.

A1.Weak Order. %? is a complete and transitive binary relation.

A2.%? Continuity. The sets {p ∈ ∆ : p %? q} and {p ∈ ∆ : q %? p} are closed for each

q ∈ ∆.

Consider next the Non-Intrinsic Preference for Commitment (A3), which relates CPE pref-

erences to choices without commitment.

A3. Non-Intrinsic Preference for Commitment. p ∈ c(D), p ∈ D′ ⊆ D, and q ∈ c(D′)
implies that q %? p.

A3 allows the agent to value smaller choice sets more than larger ones according to her

CPE preferences, but only because adding new items to her choice set can a�ect her choices.

The CPE ranking views a lottery as inducing both a choice and an expectations-based

reference point. However, when the DM cannot commit to her choice of lottery in advance,

an expectations-based reference point will in�uence the DM's future preferences. This in

turn can induce a constraint on the DM's rational expectations when initially evaluating

a choice set since her reference-dependent preferences given a reference point may disagree

with her CPE ranking. This constraint enters when there exist lotteries in a choice set for

which these rankings disagree. There can be more such disagreements in a larger choice set,

motivating the axiom below.

3.3 Axioms for Risk

As in my interpretation of the Independence Axiom, environments with risk can enable a

partial separation between expectations and choice. Suppose we view the mixture {q}αD as

arising from a lottery over choice sets that gives the singleton choice set {q} with probability

1 − α and gives choice set D with probability α. Under this interpretation, fraction 1 − α
of expectations are �xed at expecting q and we also observe the DM's conditional choice

from D. The axioms below make use of variations on this interpretation. Consider �rst the

Conditional Exclusion Consistency axiom.

A4?. Conditional Exclusion Consistency. If p ∈ c(D), p /∈ c(D ∪ {pαq}) 3 r -? p,

α′ ∈ (0, 1], and pα′q ∈ D′, then p /∈ c(D′).
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A4? is a substantive axiom that disciplines and relates both violations of WARP and vio-

lations of the Independence Axiom. As in a standard interpretation of the Independence

Axiom, view the choice between pαp and pαq as involving a conditional choice between p

and q which is implemented with probability α. Suppose we observe that p is chosen in a

choice set D, but when some mixture between p and q is added to D, p is not chosen but

an element that is weakly worse than p according to %? is chosen. Since the DM would

have liked to maximize %? when she initially formed expectations about her future choices,

then we infer that if were she to expect to choose p and thus have p as her reference point,

she would then pick q over p if she faced that conditional choice, which would violate her

rational expectations constraint. A4? then imposes that this implies that p is never chosen

when any mixture of p and q is available.

I illustrate the content of A4 with the following example. Suppose p = 〈$1000, 1〉,
q = 〈$0, .5; $2000, .25; $4100, .25〉, and r = 〈$0, .5; $2900, .5〉, {p} = c({p, r}) and {r} =

c({p, q, r}). If A3 holds, then p %? r. Thus the A4 imposes that p can never be chosen

whenever any mixture pαq is available.

The following choices that extend the preceding example would violate this restriction.

Suppose that a DM is able to exert limited self-control against her temptation to conditionally

choose q over p when expecting p. Then, she might then pick {p} = c({p, (1− α)p+ αq}) if
α is small. However, since {p} = c({p, r}) and {r} = c({p, q, r}), this would be inconsistent

with A4?.

Consider next the Continuous Conditional Exclusion Consistency axiom, which restricts

behavior when c fails to be upper hemicontinuous but, given A4?, places no further restriction

on behavior.

A4. Continuous Conditional Exclusion Consistency. If {pε} and {Dε} are, respec-

tively, nets in ∆ and D with limits p and D, and if pε ∈ c(Dε) for each ε and pαq ∈ D
for some α ∈ (0, 1], then there is no triple of D′ ∈ D, α′ ∈ (0, 1], and r ∈ ∆ for which

p ∈ c(D′) but p /∈ c(D′ ∪ {pα′q}) 3 r -? p.

A4 imposes a form of continuity on c by restricting when the �rst two antecedent conditions

in A4? (p ∈ c(D) and p /∈ c(D ∪ {pαq}) 3 r -? p) can jointly hold. The interpretation is as

follows. If, around a choice set D, for any small ε, we can �nd a pε close to p is conditionally

chosen over a qε in the set Dε (which is close to D), then in the limit D, p must be choosable

over q as well if it is desirable according to %?. Thus, adding any mixture between p and

q to an arbitrary choice set in which p is chosen should never prevent p from being chosen

over %?-worse options.

In addition to imposing a notion of continuity on c, A4 also implies A4?. To see this,

look at the implication of A4 when we consider {pε} and {Dε} with pε = p and Dε = D,
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pαq ∈ D, and p ∈ c(D) in the antecedent. A4 then implies that that there are no D′, r, and

α′ with p ∈ c(D′) but p /∈ c(D′ ∪ {pα′q}) 3 r -? p. This restriction is the contapositive of

the restriction in A4?, thus A4 implies A4?.

The Best Prize Dominance axiom imposes a structural assumption on X.

A5. Best Prize Dominance. There exists a x? ∈ X such that for all p ∈ ∆ and all α ∈
(0, 1], we have {pα 〈x?, 1〉} = c({p}α{q, 〈x?, 1〉}).

A5 requires that the set of alternatives X contains a single best prize x?, and that mixing

any lottery p with the lottery giving x? for sure leads to the mixture always being chosen

over the mixture between p and any other lottery in a pairwise choice.

Weak Reference Bias is a substantive but weak axiom.

A6.Weak Reference Bias. p ∈ c(D) and q ∈ D implies that

lim inf
ε→0

[αε : pε (pαε 〈x?, 1〉) ∈ c({p}ε{pαε 〈x?, 1〉 , q})] = 0.

The A6 axiom requires that if p ∈ c(D) and q ∈ D, then either c chooses p over the mixture

pεq in a pairwise choice for small ε, or the αε required to make p more attractive by mixing it

with the best prize x?, as in pαε 〈x?, 1〉, gets arbitrarily small as ε gets small. This is sensible

because when c chooses p over q in some choice set, p must be weakly preferred to q when

the reference point is p; thus if we manipulate the reference point towards p by looking at a

choice set pε{p, q}, then at least in the limit (ε→ 0) no improvement in p would be needed to

make p choosable over q in the ε chance the DM receives the chance to make this conditional

choice, having previously been expecting to end up with p with a very high probability.

The use of conditional choices under risk to achieve a partial separation between ex-

pectations and choices potentially provides us with a way of extracting information about

reference-dependent preferences. If we see a DM face the choice set pα{q, r} for small α and

observe her choosing pαq, then we might reasonably infer that she weakly prefers q over r

when her expectations are held �xed at p. If reference-dependent preferences are su�ciently

continuous and intransitivities in choice only arise due to the endogenous formation of ref-

erence points at the level of the choice set, then intransitivies in choice disappear as α gets

smaller. Transitive Limit provides an assumption motivated by this argument under which

it is possible to elicit reference-dependent utility functions.

Say that q is a weak conditional choice over r given p, qR̄pr, if there exist nets

{pε}, {qε}, {rε} converging to p, q, r (respectively) such that pεεqε ∈ c({pε}ε{qε, rε}) for each
ε. A conditional choice involves a choice between q and r when expectations are close to p.7

7One might wonder about why I use this particular de�nition of R̄p in the axiom. Suppose I had instead

de�ned R̃p by qR̃pr whenever pαq ∈ c({p}α{q, r}) for all small α. Now consider the following example.
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Table 1: Examples for Transitive Limit
D c(D) ĉ(D)

.9{p}+ .1{p, q} {p} {p}

.9{p}+ .1{p, r} {.9p+ .1r} {.9p+ .1r}

.9{p}+ .1{q, r} {.9p+ .1q} {.9p+ .1r}

A7. Transitive Limit. If qR̄pr and rR̄ps, then qR̄ps.

If WARP violations are only driven by the behavioral in�uence of expectations and their

endogenous determination, then the DM's behavior should be consistent with the standard

model when her expectations are �xed. A7 requires that conditional choice behavior looks

like the standard model when expectations are almost �xed.

As with continuity axioms, A7 is not exactly testable. However, the axiom is approxi-

mately testable. The choice sets in Table 1 provide an approximate test of A7; ĉ is consistent

with what we would expect if the choice correspondence satis�es Transitive Limit. However,

the choice pattern displayed by c is approximately inconsistent with A7, and suggests that

c would violate this axiom.

3.4 EU-PPE Representation Theorem

Theorem 1. The pair (%?, c) satis�es A1-A7 if and only if (%?, c) has an EU-PPE repre-

sentation consistent with %? which is increasing in x?.

The v obtained in Theorem 1 is unique in a meaningful sense. Corollary 1 clari�es that

a continuous EU-PPE representation is unique in the sense that any v, v̂ that represent

the same c must represent the same reference-dependent preferences and the same CPE

preference.8

Corollary 1. Given a continuous EU-PPE representation v for (%?, c), any other continuous

EU-PPE representation v̂ for (%?, c) satis�es v̂(q|p) ≥ v̂(r|p) if and only if v(q|p) ≥ v(r|p),
and v̂(p|p) ≥ v̂(q|q) if and only if v(p|p) ≥ v(q|q).

In the representation in Theorem 1, any p chosen in D is (i) an element of D, and (ii)

is in arg max
q∈D

v(·|p). An alternative representation might have the DM's reference lottery

Suppose |X| = 2 and v is given by v(p|r) = p1r1 + p2r3 for any p, r ∈ ∆. Now let p = [.5, .5], q = [1, 0],
and r = [.75, .25]. Then for any α ∈ (0, 1), {pαq} = c({p}α{q, r}). Then, qR̃pr but not rR̃pq. However, if
we de�ne pε =

[
.5 + 2

max[ 1ε−1,5]
, .5− 2

max[ 1ε−1,5]

]
, we can see that {pεεr} = c({pε}ε{q, r}), which establishes

that rR̄pq. This example illustrates why the use of R̄p is appropriate here.
8A stronger uniqueness result is possible, since (i) each v(·|p) satis�es expected utility and thus has an

a�nely unique representation, (ii) joint continuity of v in the representation restricts the allowable class of
transformations of v.
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involve a randomization among elements in D, or perhaps only elements in c(D). However,

Theorem 1 proves that if c satis�es the axioms it has a representation in which it is as-if

the DM never views herself as randomizing among the elements of D. As such, an EU-PPE

representation must have a v for which the set of PE is non-empty � that is, PEv(D) 6= ∅
for every D ∈ D. It is easy to see that this holds if and only if v satis�es the following

restriction on v.9

De�nition. The function v : ∆ × ∆ → R satis�es the limited cycle inequalities if for any

p0, p1, ..., pn ∈ ∆, v(pi|pi−1) > v(pi−1|pi−1) for i = 1, ..., n, then v(pn|pn) ≥ v(p0|pn).

It can be shown that not all v satisfy the limited cycle inequalities, but linear loss averse

K®szegi-Rabin form for v does.

Proposition 1. If v takes the K®szegi-Rabin linear loss averse functional form, then v

satis�es the limited cycle inequalities.

Not all K®szegi-Rabin preferences consistent with (2.4) satisfy these assumptions. For

example, revisit the mugs and pens example in section 2.4.1, but instead assume λ = −1.

This representation violates the loss aversion (λ ≥ 0) assumption in the de�nition of the

linear loss aversion case, but is still a special case of (2.4). Under this speci�cation, the

limited cycle inequalities are violated, and as a result, the choice set {〈(0, 1) , 1〉 , 〈(1, 0) , 1〉}
contains no PE.

3.5 A strong reference bias axiom and representation

The intuition behind expectations-based reference-dependence and supporting evidence ni

Ericson and Fuster (2011) motivate a strengthening of A6. Consider a person who would

choose a pen over a mug in a straight choice as in (2.6), and who is biased towards an

expectations-based reference point in each choice she faces. Were she instead to face a

choice in which she receives a mug with a 90% chance and receives her conditional choice

between a mug and a pen with a 10% chance, perhaps she might be biased towards the

mug and conditionally choose the mug, as in (2.8). Now consider a di�erent person who

instead would choose a mug over a pen in a straight choice, and who is also biased towards

an expectations-based reference point in each choice. If this person were to receive a mug

with a 90% chance and receive her conditional choice between a mug and a pen otherwise,

9Closely related properties have been discussed in Sugden (2003), Munro and Sugden (2003), and
Apesteguia and Ballester (2009). The limited cycle inequalities impose a signi�cantly weaker restriction
on reference-dependent utility functions than Sagi's (2006) �no-regret� condition and than Masatlioglu and
Ok's (2014) �Weak Axiom of Status Quo Bias�.
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she ought to be at least as inclined towards the mug as in a straight choice, and thus ought

to choose the mug. This intuition allows the violation of the Independence Axiom captured

by (2.6) and (2.8), but it also rules out the opposite reversal. The Strong Reference Bias

axiom generalizes this intuition by requiring that if p is chosen over q, then p ought to be

chosen in the choice set {p}α{p, q}.

A6'. Strong Reference Bias. If p ∈ c({p, q}) then p ∈ c({p}α{p, q}) for any α ∈ (0, 1).

A natural question is what type of restriction on the representation is implied when A6 is

replaced by A6'. Consider the following restriction on a reference-dependent utility function.

De�nition. A reference-dependent utility function v : ∆ × ∆ → R PPE-dislikes mixtures

if for any lotteries p, q ∈ ∆, v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p) and either v(q|q) ≤ v(p|p) or v(q|q) < v(p|q)
implies that either v(pαq|pαq) ≤ v(p|p) or v(pαq|pαq) < v(p|pαq) for all α ∈ (0, 1).

Theorem 2 shows that if A6 is replaced by A6', then the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold

with the modi�cation that the representation must PPE-dislike mixtures.

Theorem 2. The pair (%?, c) satis�es A1-A5, A6', and A7 if and only if (%?, c) has an EU-

PPE representation consistent with %? which is increasing in x? and PPE-dislikes mixtures.

Proposition 2 demonstrates that the linear loss averse K®szegi-Rabin form given in (2.5)

PPE-dislikes mixtures.

Proposition 2. K®szegi-Rabin preferences that satisfy linear loss aversion have an EU-PPE

representation that PPE-dislikes mixtures.

4 A behavioral de�nition exhibiting of expectations-

based reference-dependence

I o�er a choice-based de�nition of expectations-based reference-dependence based on viola-

tions of the Independence Axiom.

De�nition. c exhibits reference-dependence at α, p, q, r, s for α ∈ (0, 1) and p, q, r, s ∈ ∆

if pαr ∈ c({p}α{r, s}) but qαr /∈ c({q}α{r, s}). c strictly exhibits reference-dependence at

α, p, q, r, s for α ∈ (0, 1) and p, q, r, s ∈ ∆ if pαr ∈ c({p}α{r, s}) but, for some ε̄ > 0 and any

r′ = rα′ 〈x?, 1〉 for α′ ∈ [0, ε̄), qαr′ /∈ c({q}α{r′, s}).

When pαr ∈ c({p}α{r, s}) is interpreted as involving a conditional choice of r from

{r, s}, conditional on fraction 1− α of expectations being �xed by p, then observing qαr /∈
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c({q}α{r, s}) is interpreted as due to the in�uence of inducing 1−α of expectations towards

q instead of towards p. Strict reference-dependence requires that this choice pattern also

holds for lotteries close to r but assigning higher probabilities of the best prize, x?. Revisit

the choice in (2.8). If in addition, we observed that c({〈(0, 1) , .9; (1, 0) , .1〉 , 〈(0, 1) , 1〉}) =

{〈(0, 1) , 1〉}, then c would directly exhibit reference-dependence by comparing this choice to

(2.8).

Proposition 3 clari�es the link between exhibiting expectations-dependence, properties

of an EU-PPE representation, and violations of WARP.

Proposition 3. (i) Suppose c has an EU-PPE representation that is increasing in x?. Then

c exhibits strict reference-dependence if and only if there exist p, q ∈ ∆ such that v(·|p) and

v(·|q) represent di�erent preferences. (ii) Any c with an EU-PPE representation that violates

WARP exhibits reference-dependence.

The �rst part of Proposition 3 highlights how reference-dependence in c is captured

in an EU-PPE representation, as a dependence of v(·|p) on the reference point p.10 The

second part of Proposition 3 shows that a failure of WARP implies, but is not necessary

for, reference-dependence in an EU-PPE represenation. Thus, if we were only to observe the

choices in subsection 2.4.2, we could infer that any EU-PPE representation of these choices

must exhibit reference-dependence and also have a v such that v(·|p) is not the same for all

reference lotteries p.

The mugs and pens example shows how one might study reference-dependence based

on the de�nition. Ericson and Fuster's (2011) data violate the Independence Axiom in

a way consistent with expectations-based reference-dependence. If we assume that the

choices by Ericson and Fuster's subjects re�ect strict preferences, then we would conclude

from (2.8) that v(〈(1, 0) , 1〉 | 〈(1, 0) , 1〉) > v(〈(1, 0) , .9; (0, 1) , .1〉 | 〈(1, 0) , 1〉) and thus (since

v(·| 〈(1, 0) , 1〉) is an EU function) that v(〈(1, 0) , 1〉 | 〈(1, 0) , 1〉) > v(〈(0, 1) , 1〉 | 〈(1, 0) , 1〉),
and from (2.7) we would similarly conclude that v(〈(0, 1) , 1〉 | 〈(1, 0) , .1; (0, 1) , .9〉) >

v(〈(1, 0) , 1〉 | 〈(1, 0) , .1; (0, 1) , .9〉). Then Proposition 3 implies that any EU-PPE represen-

tation with these rankings would exhibit strict reference-dependence.

Proposition 4. Consider an EU-PPE representation with linear loss averse K®szegi-Rabin

preferences. If there exist x, y, z ∈ X for which u1(x1) > u1(y1) > u1(z1) and uk(xk) =

10To see why exhibiting strict reference-dependence is needed for the EU-PPE model to have reference-
dependent preferences that vary with the reference point, consider the following example. Take an EU
function u. Pick v so that v(q|p) = q · u + û(p), for some û that represents the CPE preference. By
construction, each v(·|p) has the same ranking of lotteries. If û is a non-expected utility function, then
the this EU-PPE representation would exhibit reference-dependence since the CPE ranking may determine
the choice when u is indi�erent among lotteries. However, this representation would not exhibit strict
reference-dependence, since indi�erence according to u can be broken by perturbing the lottery in question.
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uk(yk) = uk(zk) for all k 6= 1, then c displays strict reference-dependence if and only if

ηλ > 0.

5 Discussion

This paper provided axiomatic foundations for the EU-PPE model of choice under risk.

I showed that in this model, violations of Independence Axiom are more fundamental to

expectations-based reference-dependence than violations of WARP, in the sense that the

latter imply the former, but not vice-versa. However, perhaps the most novel feature of the

axioms considered here is that they allow the DM to violate WARP. No direct empirical test

of this aspect of the model exists, to my knowledge. Experiments are needed to understand

whether a descriptive theory of expectations-based reference-dependence should allow for

violations of WARP, and whether WARP violations take the forms allowed by the axioms

here.
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1.

Given any p ∈ ∆ and ε > 0, let N ε(p) denote the open ε-ball around p.

Su�ciency.

Lemmas 1-9 use A7 as well as A5 to construct a candidate set of EU functions, one for each

reference point, continuous in the reference point. Then Lemmas 10-11 use A1 and A2 and

A5 and this set of EU functions to provide a reference-dependent utility function v that

is increasing in x? and consistent with %?. Lemmas 12-19 use this constructed v and its

relationship to {Rp}p∈∆ from the preceding lemmas with the remaining axioms to establish

that c(D) = PPEv(D) for all D by �rst establishing the relation for small steps and then

providing induction arguments in Lemmas 18-19.

Lemma 1. If A7 holds, then R̄p is complete, transitive, and if there exist convergent nets

{pε}, {qε}, {rε} with qεR̄pεr
ε for each term in the net, then qR̄pr.

Proof. Transitivity of R̄p follows by A7.

For any nets {pε}, {qε}, {rε} with limits p, q, and r (respectively), non-emptiness of c

implies that the net either has a convergent subnet pδ, qδ, rδ in which pδδqδ ∈ c({pδ}δ{qδ, rδ})
or in which pδδrδ ∈ c({pδ}δ{qδ, rδ}) for each term in the subnet. Thus R̄p is complete.

Take nets {pε}, {qε}, {rε}, for which qεR̄pεr
ε for each term in the net. By the de�nition

of R̄pε , for each ε there are nets {pε,δ}δ, {qε,δ}δ, {rε,δ}δ respectively converging to pε, qε, rε

such that pε,δδqε,δ ∈ c({pε,δ}δ{qε,δ, rε,δ}) for each term in the net. Let δ̄ε denote the largest

element in the index set for {pε,δ, qε,δ, rε,δ}δ and ε̄ the largest element in the index set for

{pε}, {qε}, {rε} . Take δ̄ := δ̄ε̄. For each δ < δ̄, de�ne εδ as a decreasing net such that for

each δ < δ̄εδ . Then de�ne {p̂δ} = {pεδ,δ}δ, {q̂δ} = {qεδ,δ}δ, {r̂δ} = {rεδ,δ}δ. By construction,

{p̂δ}, {q̂δ}, {r̂δ} establish that qR̄pr.

Lemma 2. If qRpr, then ∃ε̄ > 0 such that ∀pε ∈ N ε(p), qε ∈ N ε(q), rε ∈ N ε(r), we have

qεRpεr
ε.

Proof. Suppose qRpr and no such ε̄ exists. Then there exist nets {pε}, {qε}, {rε} with rεR̄pεq
ε.

Then by Lemma 1 it follows that rR̄pq, which contradicts that qRpr by the de�nition of

Rp.

Lemma 3. 〈x?, 1〉Rpq for all p, q ∈ ∆.
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Proof. By A5, for any p, q ∈ ∆ and nets {pε}, {qε} with limits p and q (respectively), we

have {(1− ε)pε + ε 〈x?, 1〉} = c({(1− ε)pε + ε 〈x?, 1〉 , (1− ε)pε + εqε}) for each ε. Thus by the

de�nition of Rp, we have 〈x?, 1〉Rpq.

In the text, I de�ned the Independence Axiom as a property of a choice correspondence;

now I de�ne the axiom as a property of a binary relation (as is more standard).

De�nition. A binary relation R, say that R satis�es the Independence Axiom if qRr ⇐⇒
sαqRsαr ∀α ∈ (0, 1), ∀s ∈ ∆.

Lemma 4 shows that Rp satis�es the Independence Axiom.

Lemma 4. If A7 holds, Rp satis�es the Independence Axiom if p ∈ int∆.

Proof. Part I: suppose qRpr, and take a α ∈ (0, 1) and s ∈ ∆.

Then, ∃δ̄, ε̄ > 0 such that ∀ε ∈ (0, ε̄), p̂, q̂, r̂ ∈ N δ̄
p × N δ̄

q × N δ̄
r , {(1 − ε)p̂ + εq̂} = c((1 −

ε)p̂+ ε{q̂, r̂}).
De�ne δ̄α = min

[
αδ̄, (1− α)δ̄

]
.

Let p̂, ŝ ∈ N δ̄α
p ×N δ̄α

s . Since dE(p, q) ≤ 1, it follows that dE((1−β)p̂+βŝ, p) ≤ (1−β)δ̄α+β

by the triangle inequality. Thus if β ≤ β̄α := δ̄−δ̄α
1−δ̄α , then (1− β)p̂+ βŝ ∈ N δ̄

p .

Then for any q̂, r̂ ∈ N δ̄
q × N δ̄

r , ε ∈ (0, ε̄), and β ∈ (0, β̄), {(1 − ε) ((1− β)p̂+ βŝ) +

εq̂} = c((1 − ε) ((1− β)p̂+ βŝ) + ε{q̂, r̂}). De�ne ε̂ := ε
α
and βε,α := ε

α
1−α
1−ε . Then ∀ε̂

such that αε̂ ∈ (0, ε̄) and ε̂ 1−α
1−αε̂ ∈ (0, β̄), it follows that {(1 − ε̂)p̂ + ε̂ ((1− α)ŝ+ αq̂)} =

c((1− ε̂)p̂+ ε̂ ((1− α)ŝ+ α{q̂, r̂})). Since N δ̄α
(1−α)s+αq ⊂ (1− α)N δ̄

s + αN δ̄
q and N δ̄α

(1−α)s+αq ⊂
(1− α)N δ̄

s + αN δ̄
q

It follows that (1− α)s+ αqRp(1− α)s+ αr.

Part II: suppose (1− α)s+ αqRp(1− α)s+ αr.

Recall that N δ̄
(1−α)s+αq ⊆ (1− α)N δ̄

s + αN δ̄
q .

Then, ∃δ̄, ε̄ > 0 such that N δ̄
p ⊂ int∆ and ∀ε ∈ (0, ε̄), p̂, q̂, r̂, ŝ ∈ N δ̄

p × N δ̄
q × N δ̄

r × N δ̄
s ,

{(1− ε)p̂+ ε((1− α)ŝ+ αq̂)} = c((1− ε)p̂+ ε((1− α)ŝ+ α{q̂, r̂})).
Fix κ ∈ (0, 1). Fix p̂, q̂, r̂, ŝ ∈ Nκδ̄

p ×Nκδ̄
q ×Nκδ̄

r ×Nκδ̄
s .

Given ε ∈ (0, ε̄), take γε,α := ε1−α
1−ε . If γ < (1−κ)δ̄, then p̂+ γε,α(p̂− ŝ) ∈ N δ̄

p ⊆ ∆. Then,

(1−ε) (p̂+ γε,α(p̂− ŝ))+ε((1−α)ŝ+αq̂) = c((1−ε) (p̂+ γε,α(p̂− ŝ))+ε((1−α)ŝ+α{q̂, r̂}))
⇐⇒ (1− αε)p̂+ αε{q̂} = c((1− αε)p̂+ αε{q̂, r̂})
Since the above holds ∀p̂, q̂, r̂, ŝ, ε ∈ Nκδ̄

p ×Nκδ̄
q ×Nκδ̄

r ×Nκδ̄
s ×(0, ε̄) it follows that qRpr.

Lemma 5. If A7 holds, Rp satis�es the Independence Axiom if p ∈ ∆.
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Proof. Lemma 4 covers the case where p ∈ int∆, so suppose p ∈ ∆\int∆, and take q, r ∈ ∆

such that qRpr. By Lemma 2, ∃ε̄ > 0 such that ∀ε < ε̄ and ∀pε ∈ N ε(p), qε ∈ N ε(q), rε ∈
N ε(r), we have qεRpεr

ε.

Now suppose that for α ∈ (0, 1), s ∈ ∆, and pε ∈ N ε̄(p)\int∆ that (1 − α)s +

αrR̄pε(1 − α)s + αq. By the de�nition of R̄pε , it follows that for some convergent

net {pε,δ, sδ, rδ, qδ, αδ} → pε, s, r, q, α, we have for all δ su�ciently small that (1 −
δ)pε,δ + δ(1 − αδ)sδ + δαδrδ ∈ c((1 − δ)pε,δ + δ(1 − αδ)sδ + δαδ{qδ, rδ}). Since the net

1−δ
1−δ+δ(1−αδ)p

ε,δ + δ(1−αδ)
1−δ+δ(1−αδ)s

δ converges to pε as δ → 0, this also establishes that rR̄pεq.

But since pε ∈ N ε̄(p), this contradicts that qRpεr. Thus no such net can exist that would

establish (1−α)s+αrR̄p(1−α)s+αq, so it follows that (1−α)s+αqRp(1−α)s+αr.

Lemma 6. If A7 holds, R̄p satis�es the Independence Axiom.

Proof. By Lemma 4, Rp satis�es the Independence Axiom.

Suppose that qR̄pr and take (1− α)s+ αq and (1− α)s+ αr.

If it is not the case that (1−α)s+αqR̄p(1−α)s+αr, then (1−α)s+αrRp(1−α)s+αq.

Then it follows by Lemma 4 that rRpq, which contradicts that qR̄pr.

Lemma 7. For each p ∈ ∆, there exists a vector ûp ∈ RN such that qR̄pr ⇐⇒ q · ûp ≥ r · ûp.

Proof. Lemma 1 shows R̄p is complete, transitive, and satis�es the Independence Axiom. The

joint continuity property on R̄p in Lemma 1 then implies the notion of mixture continuity

required to apply Fishburn's (1970) Theorem 8.2.

Say that a vector up is �at if max
i
upi = min

i
upi . Let F := {p ∈ ∆ : up is �at}.

Lemma 8. Suppose up is not �at. Then, there is an ε neighborhood N ε
p of p such that

∀p̂ ∈ N ε
p, u

p̂ is not �at.

Proof. Suppose there is a net {p̂ε} such that p̂ε ∈ N ε
p and u

p̂ε is �at. Since up̂
ε
must represent

R̄p̂ε , it follows that qR̄p̂εr ∀q, r ∈ ∆ and for each p̂ε. By Lemma 1, it follows that qR̄pr. It

follows that up must be �at as well, a contradiction.

Let ûp denote a vector that provides an EU representation for R̄p (i.e. q · ûp ≥ r · ûp ⇐⇒
qR̄pr ∀q, r ∈ ∆). For all p such that p is non-�at, de�ne:

up :=
min

[
dH({p}, F ), 1

]
max
i

[
ûpi −

∑
j

ûpj

] (
ûp −

∑
j

ûpj

)
(5.1)
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If ûp is �at, de�ne up as the zero vector.

By Lemma 7 and the EU theorem, up provides an EU representation for R̄p.

Lemma 9. If pε → p, then up
ε → up.

Proof. If up is �at, then dH({pε}, F )→ 0 as ε→ 0, thus up
ε → up.

Now suppose that up is non-�at. Suppose pε → p but for convergent subnet {pε′} of {pε},
up

ε′ → ūp 6= up. Since up
ε′
represents R̄pε′ , by the joint continuity property in Lemma 1, it

follows that q · ūp = r · ūp if and only if q · up = r · up. Since up and ūp must satisfy the same

normalizations, they must coincide by the uniqueness result of the EU theorem.

Construct up as in Lemmas 1-7. By A1 and A2, %? has a continuous utility representation;

call it u?.

Now construct v according to

v(q|p) = q · up − p · up + u?(p) (5.2)

Lemma 10. v is jointly continuous and is consistent with %?.

Proof. Since u? is continuous and q · up is jointly continuous in p and q, it follows that v is

jointly continuous. Each v(·|p) is also an expected utility function and represents R̄p. By

construction, v(p|p) = u?(p) for allp ∈ ∆, and u? represents %?, thus v is consistent with

%?.

Lemma 11. v is increasing in x?.

Proof. Since each v(·|p) represents R̄p, the result follows from Lemma 3.

Lemma 12. If p ∈ c(D) and p /∈ c(D ∪ {pαq}) 3 r -? p, then v(q|p) < v(p|p).

Proof. Suppose p ∈ c(D) but p /∈ c(D ∪ {pαq}) 3 r -? p.
Then by A4, there cannot exist nets {pε} and {qε} with limits p and q respectively such

that for some α ∈ (0, 1], pε ∈ c({pε, pεαqε}) for all small ε. It follows that there exists some

ε̄ > 0 such that for all p′ ∈ N ε(p) and q′ ∈ N ε(q) and all α ∈ (0, 1], {p′αq′} = c({p′, p′αq′}).
It follows that there can be no nets {pε} and {qε} with limits p and q respectively such

that pε ∈ c({pε, pεεqε}) for all small ε. Thus qRpp. But then by the de�nition of v(·|p),
v(q|p) < v(p|p).

Lemma 13. If p ∈ c(D), then v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p) ∀q ∈ D.
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Proof. Suppose p ∈ c(D) and q ∈ D.

By A6, there exists a net (ε, αε) with αε → 0 as ε → 0, for which pε(pαεδx?) ∈
c({p}ε{pαεδx? , q}) for each ε > 0, where x? denotes the �best prize� from the A5 axiom. But

then by the de�nition of R̄p, we have pR̄pq. Thus by our choice of v, v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p).

Consider the following Limit Consistency property.

Limit Consistency. qRpp implies p /∈ c(D) whenever q ∈ D.

Since v(·|p) was constructed to represent R̄p, Limit Consistency is an implication of Lemma

13.

Lemma 14. If p ∈ c({p, q}) then p ∈ PPEv({p, q}).

Proof. Suppose p ∈ c({p, q}). By Lemma 13, p ∈ PEv({p, q}). If {p} = PEv({p, q}) or if

p %? q then the result follows directly.

If q �? p, then by A3, {p} = c({p, q}) must hold. But then pBq. Then by Lemma 12,

v(p|q) > v(q|q), thus p = PEv({p, q}) = PPEv({p, q}).

Lemma 15. If p ∈ PPEv({p, q}) then p ∈ c({p, q}).

Proof. By Lemma 13, if {p} = PEv({p, q}) then the result is immediate. So suppose p ∈
PPEv({p, q}) and q ∈ PEv({p, q}); then, p %? q. If {q} = c({p, q}), then by Lemma 12,

v(q|p) > v(p|p). This implies that p /∈ PEv({p, q}), which contradicts our initial assumption

that p ∈ PPEv({p, q}).

I will frequently use the relation between the constructed v and {R̄p}p∈∆ and %?in the

lemmas below.

Lemma 16. For all p, q, r ∈ ∆, p ∈ c({p, q, r}) =⇒ p ∈ PPEv({p, q, r}).

Proof. Suppose p ∈ c({p, q, r}). Then by Limit Consistency, p ∈ PEv({p, q, r}) and thus

p ∈ PEv({p, q}) ∩ PEv({p, r}).
Suppose q �? p. Then, by A3, either (a) {p} = c({p, q}) = PPEv({p, q}), or (b)

{q} = c({p, q}) = PPEv({p, q}). In case (a) c({q}) 3 q ≺? p ∈ c({p, q}) and in case (b)

c({p, q}) 3 q ≺? p ∈ c({p, q, r}); thus in either case, A4 implies that {(1 − α)q + αr} =

c((1− α){q}+ α{q, r}) for all α ∈ (0, 1]. By Lemma 12, it follows that v(r|q) > v(q|q), thus
q /∈ PEv({p, q, r}).

The argument above also applies if r �? p. Thus, we've shown that p ∈ PEv({p, q, r})
and if q �? p that q /∈ PEv({p, q, r}) and similarly if r �? p that r /∈ PEv({p, q, r}). Thus
p ∈ PPEv({p, q, r}).
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Lemma 17. If p ∈ PPEv({p, q, r}) then p ∈ c({p, q, r}).

Proof. Suppose p ∈ PPEv({p, q, r}).
We know that c({p, q, r}) 6= ∅. It is thus su�cient to prove that q ∈ c({p, q, r}) =⇒

p ∈ c({p, q, r}), since the argument starting with r ∈ c({p, q, r}) is the same, and the result

is immediate if {p} = c({p, q, r}).
Suppose q ∈ c({p, q, r}). By Lemma 16, we have q ∈ PPEv({p, q, r}). Since p ∈

PPEv({p, q, r}) as well, we have both {p, q} = PPEv({p, q}) and thus, by Lemma 15,

{p, q} = c({p, q}). Since v(p|p) = v(q|q) and v is consistent with %?, we have p ∼? q. But

then by Lemma 12 and since p ∼? q ∈ c({p, q, r}), if p /∈ c({p, q, r}) we would have v(r|p) >
v(p|p), which would contradict that p ∈ PPEv({p, q, r}). Conclude that p ∈ c({p, q, r}).

Remark. PPEv(D) = PPEv(PEv(D)) .

Lemma 18. Suppose that for some n ≥ 3 we have established that PPEv(D) = c(D)

whenever |D| < n. If PEv(D) = D and |D| ≤ n, then c(D) = PPEv(D).

Proof. First, suppose PEv(D) = D.

Take p ∈ PPEv(D). Then p ∈ PPEv(D\{r}) ∀r ∈ D\{p}. Take any such r ∈ D\{p}.
By the representation for sets of size n− 1, p ∈ c(D\{r}). Since p %? q ∀q ∈ D, if p /∈ c(D)

we must have some q ∈ c(D) with q %? p. But then by Lemma 12, v(r|p) > v(p|p), which
would contradict that p ∈ PPEv(D). Conclude that p ∈ c(D).

In the reverse, suppose p ∈ c(D). By A1, there exists some q ∈ D such that q %? r

∀r ∈ D. If q = p, it follows that p ∈ PPEv(D) directly since v is consistent with %?.

So suppose instead that q 6= p. Since PEv(D) = D, we have q ∈ PEv(D\{r}) for any

r ∈ D\{q}; �x some such r. Since v is consistent with %? and q %? s ∀s ∈ D, we also

have v(q|q) ≥ v(s|s) ∀s ∈ D\{r}. Thus q ∈ PPEv(D\{r}). Then by the representation on

sets of size n − 1, q ∈ c(D\{r}). Then since q %? p ∈ c(D), if q /∈ c(D), by Lemma 12 we

would have v(r|q) > v(q|q) which would contradict that PEv(D) = D. Thus we must have

q ∈ c(D). But then since p ∈ c(D) and q ∈ c(D), by A3, p %? q. Thus since v is consistent

with %?, p ∈ PPEv(D).

Lemma 19 establishes by induction that c(D) = PPEv(D) for any D ∈ D.

Lemma 19. Suppose c(D) = PPEv(D) whenever |D| < n. Then, c(D) = PPEv(D)

whenever |D| ≤ n as well.

Proof. Consider D with |D| = n and PEv(D) 6= D. Partition D into PEv(D) and

D\PEv(D). The case where PEv(D) = D was proven in Lemma 18.

Since |PEv(D)| ≤ n− 1 < n, c(PEv(D)) = PPEv(PEv(D)) = PPEv(D).
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Say that q1, ..., qm form a chain if qiRqi−1qi−1 for i = 2, ...,m. By the relation between

each Rq and v(·|q), we can see that if q1, ..., qm form a chain, Lemma 13 and non-emptiness

of c imply that {qm} = PEv({q1, ..., qm}) = c({q1, ..., qm}). So if the longest chain in D

contains all elements of D, then c(D) = PPEv(D).

Now suppose p ∈ PPEv(D).

Suppose instead we take an arbitrary chain q1, ..., qm that cannot be extended further as

a chain using elements of D. Since q1, ..., qm cannot be extended, qm ∈ PEv(D). Since p ∈
PPEv(D), p %? qm and since v is consistent with %?, by Lemma 15 we have p ∈ c({p, qm}).

Notice that any element of D\PEv(D) is in a chain in D. Since D is �nite, we can take

a �nite enumeration j = 1, . . . , n of non-extendable chains in D (taking one such chain for

each element in D would work), such that q1,j, . . . , qmj ,j denotes the enumeration of chain

j, and such that D = PEv(D) ∪ {q1,1, . . . , qm1,1} ∪ · · · ∪ {q1,n, . . . , qmn,n}. By a previous

argument, p ∈ c({p, qmj ,j}) and p %? qmj ,j for each chain j. I will form the choice set D

by starting with PEv(D), and adding elements one at a time to it from these chains. Since

p ∈ PPEv(D) and PPEv(D) = PPEv(PEv(D)) = c(PEv(D)), we have p ∈ c(PEv(D)).

Let D̂0 = PEv(D). Now, for j = 1, . . . , n, de�ne D̂j = D̂j−1 ∪ {q1,j, . . . , qmj ,j}.
Suppose p ∈ c(D̂j−1). Since qmj ,j ∈ PEv(D) ⊆ D̂j−1, we have p ∈ c(D̂j−1 ∪ {qmj ,j}).
So now suppose that p ∈ c(D̂j−1 ∪ {qk+1,j, . . . , qmj ,j}) for some k > 0. By the de�-

nition of a chain, qk,j /∈ PEv(D̂j−1 ∪ {qk,j, . . . , qmj ,j}). Thus by the de�nition of PE,

p ∈ PEv(D̂j−1 ∪ {qk+1,j, . . . , qmj ,j}) ⊆ PEv(D̂j−1 ∪ {qk,j, . . . , qmj ,j}) ⊆ PEv(D). Thus

if p /∈ c(D̂j−1 ∪ {qk,j, . . . , qmj ,j}), then by Lemma 13 and non-emptiness of c, there is

some q ∈ PEv(D̂j−1 ∪ {qk+1,j, . . . , qmj ,j}) with q ∈ c(D̂j−1 ∪ {qk+1,j, . . . , qmj ,j}). But

since p ∈ PPEv(D) and v is consistent with %?, we have p %? r for all r ∈ PEv(D) =

PEv(D̂j−1 ∪ {qk+1,j, . . . , qmj ,j}), we have p %? q. Then by p ∈ c(D̂j−1 ∪ {qk+1,j, . . . , qmj ,j}),
p /∈ c(D̂j−1 ∪ {qk,j, . . . , qmj ,j}), and Lemma 12, v(qk,j|p) > v(p|p), which contradicts

p ∈ PPEv(D). Conclude that p ∈ c(D̂j−1 ∪ {qk,j, . . . , qmj ,j}). By induction on k, we

obtain that p ∈ c(D̂j). By induction on j, c ∈ c(D̂n). But since D̂n = D by construction,

we obtain p ∈ c(D).

In the reverse direction, now suppose p ∈ c(D). By Lemma 13, p ∈ PEv(D). Since

c(D) ⊇ PPEv(D) = PPEv(PEv(D)) = c(PEv(D)) 6= ∅, ∃q ∈ c(D) ∩ PPEv(D). Since

p, q ∈ c(D), p %? q follows by Non-Intrinsic Preference for Commitment. Thus, since v is

consistent with v and q ∈ PPEv(D), it follows that p ∈ PPEv(D).

Necessity.

Axioms on %? Since v(p|p) ≥ v(q|q) if and only if p %? q and v is jointly continuous, it

follows that %? must be complete, transitive, and continuous (from A1 and A2).
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Lemma 20. The representation implies A3.

Proof. Notice that p ∈ D ⊆ D′ and p ∈ PPEv(D
′) implies p ∈ PEv(D). Thus, if p /∈

PPEv(D) and q ∈ PPEv(D), we must have v(q|q) > v(p|p). If instead p ∈ PPEv(D), then

v(q|q) = v(p|p) for any q ∈ PPEv(D) by the representation.. If v is consistent with %? and

choices are given by c = PPEv, then if p ∈ c(D′), p ∈ D ⊆ D′, and q ∈ c(D), it follows that

q %? p.

Lemma 21. The representation implies A4.

Proof. Take nets {pε} and {Dε} with limits p and D respectively and for which pε ∈ c(Dε)

for each ε. Then by the EU-PPE representation, for each ε, v(pε|pε) ≥ v(qε|pε) for each

qε ∈ Dε. Now �x an arbitrary q ∈ D. Since Dε → D, there exists a net {qε} with limit q

and with qε ∈ Dε for each ε. Since v(pε|pε) ≥ v(qε|pε) for each ε, pε → p, qε → q, and v is

jointly continuous, it follows that v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p). Since v(·|p) is an EU function, it follows

that for all α ∈ (0, 1] that v(p|p) ≥ v(pαq|p) as well.
Now take an arbitrary D′ with p ∈ c(D′), an α ∈ (0, 1], and an r ∈ c(D ∪ {pαq}). Since

p ∈ c(D′), by the EU-PPE representation, v(p|p) ≥ v(s|p) for all s ∈ D′. Since we showed

that v(p|p) ≥ v(pαq|p) as well, it follows that p ∈ PEv(D′ ∪ {pαq}). Thus by the EU-PPE

representation, either p ∈ PPEv(D′ ∪ {pαq}) or v(p|p) < v(r|r); in the latter case, since v

is consistent with �?, r �? p. This proves that A4 holds.

Lemma 22. If each v(〈x?, 1〉 |p) > v(q|p) for all q ∈ ∆\ 〈x?, 1〉, A5 holds.

Proof. Since v(〈x?, 1〉 |p) > v(q|p) for all q ∈ ∆\ 〈x?, 1〉 and for all p ∈ ∆, for any

α > 0 we have that v((1 − α)p + α 〈x?, 1〉 |p) > v((1 − α)p + αa|p). Thus for any

q ∈ ∆\ 〈x?, 1〉, p ∈ ∆, α ∈ (0, 1], we have {(1 − α)p + α 〈x?, 1〉} = PEv({p}α{q, 〈x?, 1〉}) =

PPEv({p}α{q, 〈x?, 1〉}) = c({p}α{q, 〈x?, 1〉}). Thus A5 holds.

Lemma 23. The representation implies A6.

Proof. Suppose p ∈ c(D) and q ∈ D with q 6= 〈x?, 1〉. Then v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p). Thus, for

any α ∈ (0, 1), v((1 − α)p + α 〈x?, 1〉 |p) > v(q|p). Thus for each α ∈ (0, 1), by joint

continuity and the EU-PPE representation, v((1− α)p+ α 〈x?, 1〉 |(1− ε)p+ εq) > v(q|(1−
ε)p + εq) for ε su�ciently small, thus {(1− ε)p+ ε(1− α)p+ εα 〈x?, 1〉} = c((1 − ε)p +

ε {(1− α)p+ α 〈x?, 1〉 , q} for all ε su�ciently small. Since for α arbitrarily small we can �nd

ε arbitrarily small to make this hold, it follows that A6 must hold.

Lemma 24. The representation implies A7.
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Proof. Suppose qR̄pr. Then by the de�nition of R̄p, there exists nets {pε}, {qε}, {rε} such
that (1− ε)pε + εqε ∈ c((1− ε){pε}+ ε{qε, rε}). By the representation, v((1− ε)pε + εqε|(1−
ε)pε + εqε) ≥ v((1− ε)pε + εrε|(1− ε)pε + εqε) for each ε. But since v(·|(1− ε)pε + εqε) is an

expected utility function for each ε, it follows that v(qε|(1− ε)pε + εqε) ≥ v(rε|(1− ε)pε + εqε)

for each ε. By joint continuity of v, it follows that v(q|p) ≥ v(r|p). Now suppose rR̄ps. By

a similar argument, v(r|p) ≥ v(s|p). Thus v(q|p) ≥ v(r|p) ≥ v(s|p).
If q = 〈x?, 1〉 then qR̄ps will follow by increasingness in x?; so suppose q 6= 〈x?, 1〉. De�ne

nets by qδ = (1− δ)q + δ 〈x?, 1〉 and rδ = (1− δ
2
)q + δ

2
〈x?, 1〉. Since v(q|p) ≥ v(r|p) ≥ v(s|p)

and v(·|p) is an expected utility function and is increasing in x?, we have v(qδ|p) > v(rδ|p) >
v(s|p) for all δ. Given any ε > 0, by joint continuity of v, we can �nd δε > 0 such that

v(qδ|(1 − ε)p + εqδ) > v(q|(1 − ε)p + εqδ) > v(s|(1 − ε)p + εqδ) for all δ ∈ (0, δε). Pick

qε = (1 − δ)q + δ 〈x?, 1〉 for some δ ≤ min[δε′ : ε′ ≥ ε] such that δ → 0 as ε → 0. Then by

construction, (1− ε)pε + εqε ∈ c((1− ε){pε}+ ε{qε, s}) for all ε, and thus qR̄ps.

Proof of Theorem 2

Since A6' implies A6, all that remains to prove is the set of additional implications that A6'

places on v.

Lemma 25. (i) The axioms of Theorem 2 imply v PPE-dislikes mixtures. (ii) In an EU-PPE

representation, if v PPE-dislikes mixtures, then c satis�es A6'.

Proof. Consider a EU-PPE representation with reference-dependent utility function v.

(i) If p ∈ PPEv({p, q}) then v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p) and either v(p|p) ≥ v(q|q) or v(p|q) > v(q|q).
Thus v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p) and v(q|q) ≤ max [v(p|p), v(q|p)]. Then the A6' axiom implies that then

p ∈ c({p}α{p, q}) = PPE(pα{p, q}), thus v(p|p) ≥ v(pαq|p) and either v(pαq|pαq) ≤ v(p|p)
or v(pαq|pαq) < v(p|pαq) (or both).

(ii) If p ∈ c({p, q}), then v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p) and either v(p|q) > v(q|q) or v(p|p) ≥ v(q|q). Fix
α ∈ (0, 1). Since v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p) and v(·|p) is an EU function, v(p|p) ≥ v(pαq|p), thus p ∈
PEv({p, pαq}). If v PPE-dislikes mixtures, then v(p|pαq) > v(q|q) or v(p|p) ≥ v(pαq|pαq).
Thus, p ∈ PPEv({p, q}), establishing A6'.

Proposition 1

Proof. First prove that K®szegi-Rabin preferences with linear loss aversion satisfy the

limited-cycle inequalities.
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Start with a �nite set X with |X| = n and assume (for now) that there is a single hedonic

dimension. Without loss of generality, assume u(x1) > u(x2) > ... > u(xn).

De�ne the matrix V according to:

[V ]ij = u(xi) + µ(u(xi)− u(xj)) (5.3)

Observe that v(p|r) = pTV r. Let δ, ε ∈ Rn+1 denote vectors with
n+1∑
i=1

δi =
n+1∑
i=1

εi = 0. By

matrix multiplication, for any x ∈ Rn,

zTV δ =
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

[u(xi) + µ(u(xi)− u(xj))] ziδj

=
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

µ(u(xi)− u(xj))ziδj (5.4)

Take a cycle pi+1 = pi + εi with v(pi+1|pi) > v(pi|pi) for i = 0, ...,m. Then:

v(pm|pm)− v(p0|pm) = (p+
m∑
l=0

εl)TV (p+
m∑
l=0

εl)− pTV (p+
m∑
l=0

εl)

= (
m∑
l=0

εl)TV (p+
m∑
l=0

εl)

= (ε0)TV p+ (ε0)TV (
m∑
l=0

εl) + (
m∑
l=1

εl)TV (p+
m∑
l=1

εl) + (
m∑
l=1

εl)TV ε0

Rearranging the second term,
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= (
m∑
l=1

εl)TV (
m∑
l=1

εl) + (
m−1∑
l=1

εl)TV p+ (εm)TV (p+
m−1∑
l=1

εl)− (εm)TV (
m−1∑
l=1

εl)

= (
m∑
l=1

εl)TV (
m∑
l=1

εl) + (
m−2∑
l=1

εl)TV p+ (εm−1)TV (p+
m−2∑
l=1

εl)

−(εm−1)TV (
m−2∑
l=1

εl) + (εm)TV (p+
m−1∑
l=1

εl)− (εm)TV (
m−1∑
l=1

εl)

...

= (
m∑
l=1

εl)TV (
m∑
l=1

εl) +
m∑
i=1

(εi)TV (p+
i−1∑
l=1

εl)−
m∑
i=2

εiV (
i−1∑
l=1

εl)

By the de�nition of the cycle, (εi)TV (p+
i−1∑
l=1

εl) > 0 for each i, thus, the above is:

> (
m∑
l=1

εl)TV (
m∑
l=1

εl)−
m∑
i=2

εiV (
i−1∑
l=1

εl)

By symmetry with respect to δ and ε in (5.4), it can be shown that
m∑
i=2

i−1∑
l=1

(εi)TV εl =

m−1∑
j=1

m∑
l=j+1

(εj)TV εl. Returning to the previous expression, more algebra establishes that the

running expression is:

=
m∑
l=1

(εl)TV εl +
m∑
i=2

i−1∑
l=1

(εi)TV εl

=
1

2

m∑
l=1

(εl)TV εl +
1

2
(
m∑
l=1

εl)TV (
m∑
l=1

εl)

> 0

where the last line follows from (5.4). This completes the proof for the case with the case

of one hedonic dimension.

To extend the argument to the case with more than one hedonic dimension, break up a

lottery p into marginals p
k
in each dimenion k, and de�ne the matrix V

k
as the utility matrix

corresponding to V in dimension k. we can write vKR(p|r) =
∑
k

p
k

TV
k
r
k
. Notice that all of the
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previously-proven properties of V apply to V
k
; following through the previous steps yields

the desired result.

Proposition 2.

Proof. Now prove that K®szegi-Rabin preferences with linear loss aversion PPE-dislike mix-

tures.

Suppose v(p|p) ≥ v(q|p) and v(q|q) ≤ max [v(p|p), v(p|q)].
Then,

v((1− α)p+ αq|(1− α)p+ αq)

= (1− α)2v(p|p) + α(1− α)v(p|q) + α(1− α)v(q|p) + α2v(q|q) (5.5)

by bilinearity of v under (2.4) and linear loss aversion.

If v(p|p) ≤ v(p|q), then two substitutions to (5.5) yield

≤ (1− α)2v(p|p) + α(1− α)v(p|q) + α(1− α)v(p|p) + α2v(p|q)
= v(p|(1− α)p+ αq) by bilinearity of v

= max [v(p|(1− α)p+ αq), v(p|p)]
If instead v(p|q) ≤ v(p|p), then two di�erent substitutions to (5.5) yield

≤ (1− α)2v(p|p) + α(1− α)v(p|p) + α(1− α)v(p|p) + α2v(p|p)
= v(p|p)
= max [v(p|(1− α)p+ αq), v(p|p)]
This proves that v PPE-dislikes mixtures.

Proof of Proposition 3.

Proof. (i) Suppose c has an EU-PPE representation and strictly exhibits reference-

dependence. Pick p, q, r, s, α, ε̄ that demonstrate this. Then by the representation, we have

pαr ∈ PPEv({p}α{r, s}) and qαr′ε /∈ PPEv({q}α{r′ε, s}) for any r′ε = rε 〈x?, 1〉 for ε ∈ [0, ε̄).

Thus, v(pαr|pαr) ≥ v(pαs|pαr) but v(qαs|qαs) ≥ v(qαr′ε|qαs) > v(qαr|qαs) for all such

ε ∈ (0, ε̄). Since v(·|qαs) and v(·|pαr) are EU functions, it follows that v(r|pαr) ≥ v(s|pαr)
but v(s|qαs) > v(r|qαs), the desired result.

In the opposite direction, suppose there exist p, q, r, s such that v(r|p) > v(s|p) and

v(s|q) ≥ v(r|q). Since v is increasing in x?, we can pick r and s so that this second inequality

is strict, that is, v(s|q) > v(r|q). Then by joint continuity of v, there exists a small α > 0

for which v(r|pαs) > v(s|pαs) and v(s|qαr) > v(r|qαr). But since v(·|pαs) and v(·|qαr)
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are EU functions, we have v(pαr|pαs) > v(pαs|pαs) and v(qαs|qαr) > v(qαr|qαr). Thus

by the EU-PE representation, {pαr} = PPEv({pαr, pαs}) but {qαs} = PPEv({qαr, qαs}).
Thus PPEv exhibits reference-dependence. By joint continuity of v and the fact that we

have strict inequalities, v(qαs|qαr′) > v(qαr|qαr′) for any r′ = rε 〈x?, 1〉 for ε small enough,

thus {qαs} = PEv({qαr′, qαs}) = PPEv({qαr′, qαs}) for such r′; thus c strictly exhibits

reference-dependence as well.

(ii) EU-PPE case. If c violates WARP, then there must exist D,D′ with D′ ⊂ D such that

∅ 6= c(D)∩D′ 6= c(D′). Since c(D)∩D′ 6= ∅, take q ∈ c(D)∩D′. It follows that q ∈ PEv(D′).
Thus, there exists a r ∈ PEv(D′)\PEv(D) with v(q|q) ≥ v(r|r), in which case there exists

an s ∈ D\D′ for which v(s|r) > v(r|r) but v(r|r) ≥ v(q|r) and v(q|q) ≥ v(s|q). But then

v(s|r) > v(q|r) but v(q|q) ≥ v(s|r), thus by part (i), c exhibits reference-dependence.

Proof of Proposition 4.

Proof. Take x, y, z from the Proposition. If there is more than one hedonic dimension, then

since uk(x) = uk(y) = uk(z) for all k > 1, we have that for any lotteries with support only in

{x, y, z} will yield the exact same intrinsic and gain-loss utilities in dimensions k > 1. Thus,

it is su�cient to prove the result for the case of one hedonic dimension. The proof proceeds

by straightforward calculation.

If η = 0, then each v(·|p) is the same expected utility function, thus c must satisfy the

Independence Axiom, and thus cannot exhibit reference-dependence. Next, suppose η > 0

and λ = 0. Then,

v(p|r) =
∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

pi
[
uk(xi) + ηrj

[
uk(xi)− uk(xj)

]]
=

∑
k

[∑
i

piu
k(xi) + η

∑
i

∑
j

pirj
[
uk(xi)− uk(xj)

]]

=
∑
k

[∑
i

piu
k(xi) + η

∑
i

pi
∑
j

rju
k(xi)− η

∑
j

rj
∑
i

piu
k(xj)

]

=
∑
k

[∑
i

piu
k(xi) + η

∑
i

piu
k(xi)− η

∑
j

rju
k(xj)

]
=

∑
k

∑
i

(1 + η) piu
k(xi)− η

∑
k

∑
j

rju
k(xj)

Thus, the utilities function given any given two reference lotteries are a�ne transforma-

tions of each other. Thus for any p, q, r, s ∈ ∆, v(p|r) ≥ v(q|r) if and only if v(p|s) ≥ v(q|s).
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Thus, pαr ∈ PPEv({p}α{r, s}) implies qαr ∈ PEv({q}α{r, s}). But pαr ∈
PPEv({p}α{r, s}) implies that either pαs /∈ PEv({p}α{r, s}), or v(pαr|pαr) ≥ v(pαs|pαs).
In the former case, it follows that qαs /∈ PEv({q}α{r, s}), thus {qαr} = PPEv({q}α{r, s}).
In the latter case, notice that:

v(pαr|pαr) =
∑
k

∑
i

(1 + η) ((1− α)pi + αri)u
k(xi)− η

∑
k

∑
j

((1− α)pj + αrj)u
k(xj)

= (1− α)

[∑
k

∑
i

(1 + η) piu
k(xi)− η

∑
k

∑
j

pju
k(xj)

]

+α

[∑
k

∑
i

(1 + η) riu
k(xi)− η

∑
k

∑
j

rju
k(xj)

]
= (1− α)v(p|p) + αv(r|r)

A similar simpli�cation applies to v(pαs|pαs), v(qαr|qαr), and v(qαs|qαs). It follows

that: v(pαr|pαr) ≥ v(pαs|pαs) if and only if v(r|r) ≥ v(s|s) if and only if v(qαr|qαr) ≥
v(qαs|qαs). Thus qαr ∈ PPEv({q}α{r, s}) in the latter case as well.

It follows that if λ = 0, then the model does not display reference-dependence.

Now to show that if η > 0 and λ > 0 it does display reference-dependence.

First, suppose u(x) > u(y) > u(z); without loss of generality, normalize 1 = u(x) > ū =

u(y) > 0 = u(z). Let p = 〈x, β; z, 1− β〉 be chosen such that (1+η)β
1+η+(1−β)λη

< ū < (1+η)β+λβ2η
1+η+λβη

.

Then,

v(p|p) = β + ηβ(1− β) + ηβ(1− β)(1 + λ) [−1]

= β − ηβ(1− β)λ

v(〈y, 1〉 |p) = ū+ η(1− β)ū+ ηβ(1 + λ)(ū− 1)

= (1 + η + λβη)ū− ηβ(1 + λ)

v(〈y, 1〉 | 〈y, 1〉) = ū
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v(p| 〈y, 1〉) = β + ηβ(1− ū) + η(1− β)(1 + λ)(−ū)

= (1 + η)β − ηβū

Working with these equations, if we pick β so that (1+η)β
1+η+(1−β)λη

< ū < (1+η)β+λβ2η
1+η+λβη

, then

v(〈y, 1〉 | 〈y, 1〉) > v(p| 〈y, 1〉) but v(p|p) > |v(〈y, 1〉 |p). Such a β exists whenever η, λ > 0.

By Proposition 3, v displays strict reference-dependence in this case.
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